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Kanashimiga ima Sailor Smile
Kisekiwookosuno Sailor Wing
Daredattekagayakuhoshiwomotsu
Makenai! ashitae Sailor Eeru
Zettai! tsukamaeru! Sailor Star
Konochikai todoke gingamade

Anatagakietasonotokikara
Sagashitsudzukerutabigahajimatta
Kibandachizuniwa sutenshiru no tenshinoe
Yubisasu saki wa daaku na koroseumu ga matteru

Furueru mune niwa anohino himitsu no kisu
Donnanitsurai
Sadamedemo
Oitsudzukerukara

Koukaiwashinai Sailor Eyes
Anatanitsuiteku Sailor Wing
Konoutawa hoshinomichishirube
Makenai! ashitae Sailor Eeru
Zettai! mitsukeruyo! Sailor Star
Tenshinohanede Tobitatsuno

Hitoridehashiru mishiranumichi
Yattotadoritsuita kono toride ni
Furaskono soko anataganokoshiteitta
Shirennohoshinohitokakera saa jumon wo tonaeyou

Korewa futarino mirakuru na sadame
Kakomo miraimo tobikoete oitsuitemiseru

Kurushisaga ima Sailor Eyes
Kiseki wo okosuno Sailor Wing
Daredatte unmeino hoshi wo mo tsu
Makenai! ashitae Sailor Eeru
Zettai! tsukamaeru! Sailor Star
Konochikai todoke gingamade

Koukaiwashinai Sailor Eyes
Anatanitsuiteku Sailor Wing
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Konoutawa hoshinomichishirube
Makenai! ashitae Sailor Eeru
Zettai! mitsukeruyo! Sailor Star
Tenshinohanede Tobitatsuno

--------

Give sadness now a sailor smile
Bringing a miracle, a sailor wing
Everybody carries a shining star inside
I won't give up! To tomorrow, a sailor yell
For sure! I will catch it! The sailor star
Let this vow sound through the whole galaxy
After the time when you disappeared from me
I began my journey searching for you
On the yellowed map, the stenciled picture of an angel
Waiting at the destination it points to is a dark coliseum

In my trembling heart, the secret kiss of that day
However hard destiny may be
I will keep following it

I won't look back, with my sailor eyes
Reaching out to you, with my sailor wing
This song is the guidepost of the stars
I won't give up! To tomorrow, a sailor yell
For sure! I will find it! The sailor star
With the wings of an angel, I take off

Alone I run along the road of the unknown
At last I have arrived, here at this fort
At the bottom of the flask, which you left behind
A single piece of the star of trial, now chant the magic
spell

This is our miraculous destiny
The past and the future, crossing them all, to catch up
with you

Give sadness now my sailor eyes
Bringing a miracle, a sailor wing
Everybody carries a star of fate inside
I won't give up! To tomorrow, a sailor yell
For sure! I will catch it! The sailor star
Let this vow sound through the whole galaxy

I won't look back, with my sailor eyes
Reaching out to you, with my sailor wing
This song is the guidepost of the stars
I won't give up! To tomorrow, a sailor yell
For sure! I will find it! The sailor star



With the wings of an angel, I take off
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